
We have had a very interesting morning

Before sending you off to your break out groups I would like to offer some additional NCF 
thoughts for consumer post Brexit.

The Government is focused on maintaining consumer protection and competing in open 
world markets.

So are those two key policy aspects linked ?
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Firstly I will provide a quick recap on what we said back in April 2017 at the first Brexit 

Congress about the size of the consumer economy in the UK and the depth of detriment.

Then for your consideration  I will move on to how we might measure the beneficial 

economic effects of good quality enforcement 

I will then move on to the race to the top where … if we are to, as the NCF believes we 

should, in the ‘race to the top’ for consumer protection would that benefit the country’s 

ability to export ?
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Recapping on what we said a year ago ….

66% of GDP is household expenditure and consumer public services another 20%. 

We have included the public services such as health, housing, social care, education etc that 
we as individuals are clients for and so ‘consume”.

Consumers are incredibly significant to the vibrancy, or otherwise, of the economy. 
and
Consumer are a major stakeholder in the economy
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We had a good session this morning on consumer detriment. The degree of detriment is huge 
economically and we believe there is more to be done to unearth all the economic impacts 
that unfairly exploiting and mistreating consumers leads to.

Government action on consumer detriment remains stagnant in practice.

The scale of detriment remains unchanged from 2008 and the main sources of detriment are 
pretty much the same.

Though it is worth noting that with the latest digital scandals around Facebook and other 
digital ‘platforms’ the bad guys are using the latest technology to perform the same old tricks.

We need to consider adding to the economic case for better consumer protection with for 
example
• pricing practices that overcharged consumers 
• the costs incurred by organisation when handling consumer complaints.

As the Citizens Advice report says – the amount is staggering. Neither Citizens Advice nor the 
NCF feel they have covered everything – even so combining all the factors quantified so far 
brings us to about £50 billion pa.

(It is important to note that the main sources of detriment remains the same : Home maintenance, 
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Professional services, Construction, Property services, Pensions and investment, Holidays, Phone and 
Internet, Train and Bus, Energy, TV and Domestic appliances)
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Let us look at the issues another way … in terms of National Consumer Quality  

On the left of this slide we have the cumulative cost to the economy of poor consumer 
quality

- Consumer detriment ( costs and time )
- “Spill over” social costs to individuals and society    e.g. health costs, debt impacts,     

addictive behaviours ( anyone for teenagers being allowed to Vape ? ) etc.
- Social support to families ( gambling impact ) , court costs etc.
- Business costs arising from complaints handling
- Costs of regulatory compliance ( lower cost compliance confirmation needed )

On the right hand side of the slide we have an NCF view of what it would take to address and 
reduce all those adverse economic costs. Investment in national quality

• Better regulation and regulators
• Better standards and standards making
• Better codes of practice and their implementation
• Effective, pervasive monitoring and enforcement

The NCF feels the UK system is out of balance in these key consumer areas that impact 86% 
of the economy
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Just a reminder of what we have said before … that if investments in UK consumer quality are 
not backed up by good quality enforcement than it all goes to waste.

So we asked ourselves – what discourages or stops the bad guys from operating 

We see a simple equation – if they think they aren’t going to get caught and permanently 
stopped they will step up their activities and create even more detriment. 

If they don’t think they are going to get caught then the size of the penalty is much less 
relevant to deterrence.
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The NCF has asked itself whether getting it right for consumers, as we have been over so far, 

can benefit that key concern of the UK Government and the rest of us  .. How could we 

improve UK productivity ?

It is said by some that the non growth in British average incomes ( after allowing for inflation 

) is a key factor behind our low productivity. We have not added significantly to the value 

created per hour worked by people.

The NCF feels that with a focus on reducing consumer detriment and all its associated costs ( 

left hand side of the see-saw ) the UK would reduce the amount of NON PRODUCTIVE activity 

– that is work that does not add value but only consumes resources putting things right.

That reduction in non productive activity frees people up to addressing consumer needs 

better – which adds value to every person hour worked in the country – an increase in 

economic  productivity.
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When considering consumer detriment and enforcement we can never get away from the 
argument over the ‘burdens’ that come with that for business.

The NCF has been keeping an eye on the World Economic Forum Global Competitive Index 
for some years now and there are some interesting figures that relate to this ‘burdens’ issue.

This graph shows the comparison between UK and Switzerland ( on 2016 figures ) for 16 
factors that the WEF monitors as impediments to competiveness – importantly as business 
sees them.  

Switzerland are the no 1 competitive nation while at this time UK was no 8.

We have highlighted the major difference between UK and Switzerland on the bureaucracy 
factor … Switzerland is far more bureaucratic than Uk but it has not affected their 
competiveness. Please keep that in mind for later …
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This slide is also based on that Global Competitive Index from the World Economic Forum.

What we have done at the NCF is look at what parts of the 120 plus factors this world reputable 
study that are those elements of a country’s ability to create value. We found about 20 factors 
summarized in the slide as a value chain.

It turns out that the great majority of the index ie about 100 factors are about how easy it is to 
set up and run business in country. That could mean it is easy for overseas companies like 
Starbucks to set up, and squeeze out local competition and pay less tax than the indigenous 
business.

The value chain factors in the slide show the ability of British companies to out compete the 
competition …. thereby adding more value, reducing imports, increasing taxes and also selling 
more abroad.

The slide compares Switzerland and UK for 2017. After being innovative there is a cluster of 
factors that are about taking innovation and turning it successfully into products that people want 
to buy – money, production capability, people and in our view most importantly Customer 
orientation. It doesn’t matter how good everything else is if you don’t identify, develop and build 
products people want to buy.

The NCF would like to see the UK post Brexit focus on these value chain measures with the 
consumer customer as a primary focus for 86% of the economy.
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Our last thought is that if UK gets it right post Brexit we could double our exports – look at the 
figures !
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To back up that thought about doubling exports with a primary focus on understanding 
consumers and their needs this slide shows the map of the 2016 World Bank assessment of 
consumer household expenditure.

Consumers are 58% of the world economy … the opportunity is there post Brexit if the 
Government has the insight and will to engage with us as key stakeholders in the UK 
economy.

It is officially a CONSUMER WORLD
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With the breakout sessions next let me suggest some additional thoughts for you to keep in 
mind as you consider the breakout questions. As the slide says :-

- The UK needs to improve its consumer orientation in a measureable way

- When looking to reduce regulatory burdens – cutting the regulation itself is not a factor ( 
ref Switzerland levels of bureaucracy ) 

- Let’s get UK innovation more focused on consumer needs in meeting those needs in a 
better way than others.
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Rounding up this presentation

The NCF considers that getting it right for consumers will benefit the economy and 
competitiveness as a whole.

It is important to be able to articulate to Government practical steps and we would like to see 
investment prioritized for national quality meeting consumer needs with 

Better regulation … ref morning session on regulation and consumer engagement with 
regulation / Consumer Charter

Better standards … ref BSI model for all stakeholders round the table – our National Standards 
body is the only standards maker committed to consumers as direct participants in creating 
standards

Better Codes of practice for the ‘good guys’ … ref TrustMark / CTSI Codes and the need for 
more consumer stakeholders

And last and most importantly all that has to be backed up by pervasive market monitoring 
and effective enforcement or all comes to naught.
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